Walking the Beach to Bellingham (Northwest Reprints)

This is simply one of my favorite books.
Robert Michael Pyle
In this unique
memoir, noted writer, environmental
activist, and Pacific Northwest native
Harvey Manning describes a memorable
walk along the shoreline from Seattle to
Bellinghama 150-mile trek on which
Manning covered nearly 3,000 foot-miles
over a two-year period of walking routes in
the lowlands and foothills of the Puget
Basin. Harvey Manning is the author of
many Northwest trail guides, but this is no
trail guide. It is a beautifully written tale of
low adventure, a personal account of
Mannings experiences and thoughts during
his long walk, mingled with memories of
particular beaches over many decades and
reflections on the areas natural history.
First published in 1986, Walking the Beach
to Bellingham contains a message sure to
resonate with readers today. Mannings
local wanderings underscore his strong
belief in staying put and exploring ones
home place. Generally, people should stay
home, he writes. Forget gaining a little
knowledge about a lot and strive to learn a
lot about a little. Hikers who use and love
Mannings popular trail guides will
welcome this new edition of Walking the
Beach
to
Bellingham,
as
will
environmentalists, serious walkers, readers
of nature writing, and anyone who feels at
home on the shores of Puget Sound.
Harvey
Manning
is
a
life-long
outdoorsman whose feelings for the natural
world and passion for its preservation have
been deeply imprinted upon the American
consciousness. Jim Whittaker, first
American to climb Mount Everest This is
simply one of my favorite books of all
time. Harvey Manning, a devilishly sainted
campaigner for the land and a great
curmudgeonly wit, makes the best
companion you could want for this odd and
wondrous walk, this true Thoreauvian
saunter. Between all the kipper snacks,
high tides, and hellberries, Walking the
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Beach to Bellingham strides with a fine
literary reach, snapping and singing with
wonder and whim. Robert Michael Pyle,
author of Chasing Monarchs: Migrating
with the Butterflies of Passage What an
exhilarating stride Harvey Manning hits in
this remarkable hike along our inland sea.
Ivan Doig, author of This House of Sky
and Winter Brothers This series of walks
must have set a record for wetnessManning
slogged through sloughs, mud flats, flood
deltas; he states that this is not a trail guide,
but a personal reconnaissance of a beloved
territory. For hikers and anyone with a
sense of place. Publishers Weekly
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